
 

Unit 1: Family & School Learning Community 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Grade Level: 1st 

Unit Summary: 

Students will learn the characteristics of families, discover different types of families, and respect 
differences. Children learn to work collaboratively in groups on conflict and compromise. They will 
understand that school and their class are also communities/families where we learn and meet new people. 
We have rules and responsibilities to be fair and safe. Students will understand that working cooperatively 
and respectfully is an essential part of being a good citizen. 

Recommended Pacing: 

6-8 weeks 

State Standards Addressed: 

6.1.4.A.3 Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the “common good” have influenced new laws and policies over 
time at the local and national levels of United States government. 

6.1.4.A.11 Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the country depend upon all 
citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, state, national, and global levels.  

6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 

 RL1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson. 

RI1.1 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

RI1.2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. 

RI1.3 Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text 

W1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide 
some sense of closure. 

W1.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic 
and use them to write a sequence of instructions). 

W1.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question. 

SL1.1.A Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and 
adults in small and larger groups. 
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A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the 
topics and texts under discussion). 
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges. 
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion. 

SL1.2 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through 
other media. 

SL1.3 Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify 
something that is not understood. 

L1.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.  

Technology Standards and 21st Century Practices 

8.2.2.A.5 Collaborate to design a solution to a problem affecting the community. 

8.2.2.B.1 Identify how technology impacts or improves life. The effects of technology on the environment.  

8.2.2.C.1 Brainstorm ideas on how to solve a problem or build a product 

8.2.2.C.4 Identify designed products and brainstorm how to improve one used in the classroom. 

CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions. 

CRP8.  Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

Transfer 

Students will be able to independently use their learning to… 
Demonstrate what it means to be a positive part of a family/community. 

Meaning 

UNDERSTANDINGS 
 
Students will understand that ... 
Families/classes have roles and responsibilities  
Families/classes are respectful and take care of each other 
Families/classes are all different  
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
 
What does a responsible citizen do and think? 
Why are rules and responsibilities important? 
How do families and communities care for each other? 

Acquisition 

Students will know …. 
 
Families/classes have roles and responsibilities  
Each of us is unique and good at different things 
Rules help us get along, be fair, and stay safe 
We respect others and can help in many ways 
Families/classes are different 
Families/classes take care of each other 
 

Students will be skilled at ... 
 
Describing a family 
Comparing/contrasting families 
Comparing how a class is like a family 
Describing roles and responsibilities of a family 
Describing how different families live 
Identifying reasons for rules 
Demonstrating ways we can help others 
Identifying what we can learn from others 
 

Stage 2 - Evidence 

PERFORMANCE TASK(S): 
 
Students will create a brand new club at their school. They need to choose an activity, subject, sport or 
interest for their club. They will produce a poster, brochure or flyer advertising their club meetings and club 
event. Students need to include who might be interested in this club, the club name, and some general 
rules. List the responsibilities that the club members will share. Students will present their project to an 
audience and answer any questions about their club and member responsibilities.  
 
Answer the following questions about your project and presentation:  
 
Why do the club members share the responsibilities?  
How will your club benefit your school or neighborhood community?  
Why are rules important for fairness and equality in your club?  
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What benefits will members receive from being a part of your club? 
 

OTHER EVIDENCE: 
Interactive workbook  
Performance rubrics 
Class participation 
Self assessments 
Projects  

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 

 
This Unit includes lessons 1-5, 9, 11  in the TCi program as well as any supplemental materials necessary 
 
Learning Activities can include... 
Hook 
Share family pictures/drawings, read aloud about unique traits 
Core Steps 
All about me lessons: likes, dislikes, unique skills, feelings 
All about family lessons: What does our family look like, who makes up our family,  traditions and 
celebrations with our family 
How do we get along in school lessons: Getting along with others: talking, listening, turn taking, making 
choices. Rules in our home, school and town.  Making new friends: introducing ourselves, asking someone 
to play, sharing, being kind.  Solving problems with others: calming down, talking and listening, solving 
problems, trying a plan, voting, being a good sport. How can I be a good helper at school: taking care of 
things cleaning up, following directions, doing my work. 
 
Tasks:  
Draw a picture of how we get along when conflicts arise 
Model appropriate ways to talk and listen 
Create class rules 
Create a game and its rules 
 
Transfer Goals: 
Students will reflect periodically how lesson objectives in social studies model being an active participant in 
the community and a caring and responsible citizen. Students may reflect in discussions, role playing, 
conferences, and/or modeling. 
 

Core Materials and Resources: 

TCi Social Studies Alive My School and Family textbook 
TCi Social Studies Alive My School and Family interactive workbook 
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Read Aloud texts: 
Families Are Different by Nina Pelligrini  
Me and My Family Tree by Joan Sweeney  
Families by Ann Morris  
A Chair for My Mother by Vera B. Williams  
The Recess Queen by Alexis O’Neill  
Enemy Pie by Derek Munson  
 

Differentiation: 

English Language Learners - 
-Provide student with examples of activities, subjects, sports or interests when they are creating their club 
-Help students build and expand upon their background knowledge 
-Show student an example of a completed poster, brochure and flyer prior to choosing their presentation 
type 
-Break instructions down into concrete and direct steps 
-Allow access to new vocabulary words or concepts in native language to help the student relate the 
information 
-Extended time for processing, activities, and assessments 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with verbal and written sentence starters 
-Check in with student frequently to ensure understanding 
-Frequently reinforce vocabulary and key concepts 
 
504 - 
-Show student example of finished product and assist them with breaking the project down into small steps 
-While brainstorming ideas about their club, help student make a connection by allowing them to think of a 
club they are a part of already and think about the responsibilities and interests of the members 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s 504 Plan to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Special Education -  
-Show student example of finished product and assist them with breaking the project down into small steps 
-While brainstorming ideas about their club, help student make a connection by allowing them to think of a 
club they are a part of already and think about the responsibilities and interests of the members 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
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-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s IEP to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Students At-Risk - 
-Show student example of finished product and assist them with breaking the project down into small steps 
-While brainstorming ideas about their club, help student make a connection by allowing them to think of a 
club they are a part of already and think about the responsibilities and interests of the members 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
 
Gifted and Talented -  
-Provide student with advanced reading materials 
-Explore their personal interests and help them connect them to the current topic 
-Teach students how to begin research and give opportunities to research ideas 
-Offer many choices for students 
-Give student open ended questions and ask them to support their ideas 
-Teach students how to reflect on their own learning 

 

 

Unit 2: Family Life & Changes Over Time 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Grade Level: 1st 

Unit Summary: 

Students will understand how families celebrate using traditions and customs from the past. National 
holidays and cultural events that honor historical figures will be explored to deepen their understanding of 
our country both past and present. Students will understand how family life has changed over time due to 
technological advances. Students will compare and contrast families and understand commonalities from 
long ago and today. 

Recommended Pacing: 

6-8 weeks 
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State Standards Addressed: 

6.1.4.A.10 Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders served as catalysts for 
social change and inspired social activism in subsequent generations.  

6.1.4.A.15 Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures collaborate to find solutions to 
community, state, national, and global challenges. 

6.1.4.D.11 Determine how local and state communities have changed over time, and explain the reasons for changes. 

6.1.4.D.12 Explain how folklore and the actions of famous historical and fictional characters from New Jersey and 
other regions of the United States contributed to the American national heritage.  

6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 

6.1.4.D.15 Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining traditional beliefs and 
practices and adopting new beliefs and practices. 

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one culture. 

6.1.4.D.19 Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with different cultural or 
individual perspectives. 

RI1.1 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

RL1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson. 

W1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide 
some sense of closure. 

W1.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic 
and use them to write a sequence of instructions). 

W1.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question. 

SL1.1.A Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and 
adults in small and larger groups. 
A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the 
topics and texts under discussion). 
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges. 
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion. 

SL1.2 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through 
other media. 

SL1.3 Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify 
something that is not understood. 
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L1.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.  

Technology Standards and 21st Century Practices 

8.2.2.A.5 Collaborate to design a solution to a problem affecting the community. 

8.2.2.B.1 Identify how technology impacts or improves life. The effects of technology on the environment.  

8.2.2.D.4 Identify the resources needed to create technological products or systems. 

8.2.2.D.5 Identify how using a tool (such as a bucket or wagon) aids in reducing work. 

CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions. 

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. 

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

Transfer 

Students will be able to independently use their learning to… 
 
Understand how the past influences the present both in our families and our society. 

Meaning 

UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that … 
 
Families have different traditions and customs.  
Families change over time. 
Technology, food, communication, and transportation changes over time impact families’ lives.  
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
 
How have families, schools and communities changed over time? 
How can an individual make a difference in history? 
How has technology changed the way we live? 
 

Acquisition 
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Students will know …. 
 
Families are the same as/different from families in the past.  
We can learn about how people lived long ago by reading about historical people and events.  
Families share stories and pass along traditions.  
Technology has played a role in the change in families’ needs over time.  
Holidays have a historical basis. 
We can organize events in a timeline and notice changes.  
Our nation has a rich history and is based on fundamental principles.  
Patriotic holidays are opportunities to come together as a nation and celebrate our accomplishments.  
 

Students will be skilled at … 
 
Describing family traditions 
Sharing family customs 
Name historical figures and how they have impacted us today 
Describe holidays we celebrate and explain their purpose  
 

Stage 2 - Evidence 

PERFORMANCE TASK(S): 
  
Students will create a timeline of major historical events in American history. Their timeline should 
represent some of the main historical figures that have been influential in our country along with patriotic 
symbols that represent our country. Students may choose from different media formats to display their 
timeline.  
 
1. Act Out: Make props and/or costumes to help you represent our county’s rich history. Be sure to include 
prominent figures in the United States. Present your skit to your audience.  
2. Write/Draw: Create a book or poster to represent a timeline of important events and historical figures 
from American history. Present your book or poster to your audience. 
 
Answer the following questions about your project/presentation:  
 
How does a timeline help you understand the order of events in history?  
How did you decide which prominent figures and events to depict in your project?  
Why is patriotism important?  
How do you feel about your country after doing and presenting this project? 

OTHER EVIDENCE: 
 
Interactive workbook  
Performance rubrics 
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Class participation 
Self assessments 
Projects 
 

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 

 
This Unit includes lessons 7, 8, 12, 14  in the TCi program as well as any supplemental materials necessary. 
 
Learning Activities can include... 
Hook 
Share a family/holiday tradition and/or old family photos 
Intro with a holiday video or read aloud of a historical figure 
 
Core Steps 
What was school like long ago lessons: reading “From Buggies to Blastoff!” 
What groups do we belong to lessons: school groups, families, community 
How do families change over time lessons: growing older, growing bigger, moving, clothing and technology 
What are family traditions lessons: ways of doing things, connecting to the past, different/special days and 
holidays, U.S. symbols, timelines 
 
Tasks 
Draw a picture of an activity you do with other people 
Share pictures of groups you belong to 
Complete a Venn DIagram comparing/contrasting families long ago and today 
Draw and label U.S. symbols 
Research an American holiday 
 
Transfer Goals 
Students will reflect periodically how lesson objectives in social studies can be used to understand our 
nation’s history and how life has changed over time. They will understand and demonstrate how one person 
can make a difference. Students may reflect in discussions, role playing, conferences, and/or modeling. 
 

Core Materials and Resources: 

TCi Social Studies Alive My School and Family textbook 
TCi Social Studies Alive My School and Family interactive workbook 
Read Aloud texts: 
Young George Washington: America’s First President by Janet Woods  
Young Abraham Lincoln: Log Cabin President by Janet Woods  
Young Christopher Columbus: Discoverer of New Worlds by Eric Carpenter  
The House on Maple Street by Bonnie Pryor  
When I Was Young in the Mountains by Cynthia Rylant  
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A Little House Birthday by Laura Ingalls Wilder  
I am book series by Brad Meltzer (Martin Luther King, Jr., Harriet Tubman, Jackie Robinson, Clara Barton, 
Helen Keller, Susan B. Anthony) 
Holidays Around the World by Jeff Sferazza 

Differentiation: 

English Language Learners - 
-When introducing the concept of a timeline, allow student to practice reading and creating a timeline with 
something familiar (ex., their own lives) so they are able to relate it when creating one 
-Frequently check in with student to ensure comprehension of vocabulary and important historical figures 
-Celebrate the diversity that the student will bring to the classroom and put emphasis on the positivity of 
differences 
-Break instructions down into concrete and direct steps 
-Allow access to new vocabulary words or concepts in native language to help the student relate the 
information 
-Extended time for processing, activities, and assessments 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with verbal and written sentence starters 
-Check in with student frequently to ensure understanding 
-Frequently reinforce vocabulary and key concepts 
 
504 - 
-Help student understand the concept of a timeline by demonstrating what a timeline of their lives may look 
like 
-Show student an example of a completed timeline and help them break the task down into manageable 
chunks 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s 504 Plan to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Special Education -  
-Help student understand the concept of a timeline by demonstrating what a timeline of their lives may look 
like 
-Show student an example of a completed timeline and help them break the task down into manageable 
chunks 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
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-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s IEP to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Students At-Risk - 
-Help student understand the concept of a timeline by demonstrating what a timeline of their lives may look 
like 
-Show student an example of a completed timeline and help them break the task down into manageable 
chunks 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
 
Gifted and Talented -  
-Provide student with advanced reading materials 
-Explore their personal interests and help them connect them to the current topic 
-Teach students how to begin research and give opportunities to research ideas 
-Offer many choices for students 
-Give student open ended questions and ask them to support their ideas 
-Teach students how to reflect on their own learning 

 

 

 

Unit 3: Family Life Around the World 

Content Area: Social Studies 

Grade Level: 1st 

Unit Summary: 

Students will explore how families in communities and around the world are shaped by their environment. 
Students will understand that a map is a drawing of a place and it has symbols, a map key, and a compass 
rose. Different kinds of maps show you different things. They will understand that families live in different 
homes and places and have different needs and wants, but we share universal commonalities and elements 
that make our families special. 

Recommended Pacing: 
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6-8 weeks 

State Standards Addressed: 

6.1.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps and determine how the 
information may be useful. 

6.1.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have impacted where and how 
people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and the United States. 

6.1.4.B.5 Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the United States. 

6.1.4.C.2 Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence decisions made by 
individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.5 Explain the role of specialization in the production and exchange of goods and services. 

6.1.4.C.10 Explain the role of money, savings, debt, and investment in individuals’ lives. 

6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 

6.1.4.D.18  Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one culture. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an interconnected world. 

RL1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson. 

RI1.1 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

RI1.2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. 

RI1.3 Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text 

W1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide 
some sense of closure. 

W1.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books on a given topic 
and use them to write a sequence of instructions). 

W1.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question. 

SL1.1.A Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and 
adults in small and larger groups. 
A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the 
topics and texts under discussion). 
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges. 
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion. 

SL1.2 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through 
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other media. 

SL1.3 Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify 
something that is not understood. 

L1.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.  

Technology Standards and 21st Century Practices 

8.2.2.A.5 Collaborate to design a solution to a problem affecting the community. 

8.2.2.B.1 Identify how technology impacts or improves life. The effects of technology on the environment.  

8.2.2.B.2 Demonstrate how reusing a product affects the local and global environment. The role of society in the 
development and use of technology.  

8.2.2.B.3 Identify products or systems that are designed to meet human needs. The influence of technology on 
history.  

8.2.2.B.4 Identify how the ways people live and work has changed because of technology. 

CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions. 

CRP8.  Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

Transfer 

Students will be able to independently use their learning to… 
 
Understand that where we live affects how we live. 
 

Meaning 

UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that ... 
 
Families live all over the world  
Where families live affects how they live 
Families around the world have commonalities and differences 
Differences are to be respected 
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Maps help us locate places  
Families have wants and needs 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
 
How does our environment affect family life? 
Why do we use maps and globes? 
Why is it important to know a family’s needs and wants, and how can they be met? 
 

Acquisition 

Students will know …. 
 
We use maps to show where things are 
Different maps show you different things 
Families make choices about their wants and needs 
Climate and physical features affect how we live 
Our country is made up of many families from many cultures 
Learning about other cultures and customs helps us to build appreciation and respect for others 
 

Students will be skilled at ... 
 
Identifying locations on a map 
Explaining how maps are used 
Explaining how climate and location affect how families live 
Sharing wants and needs 
Demonstrating respect for others and their cultures  
 

Stage 2 - Evidence 

PERFORMANCE TASK(S): 
Students will imagine that they are city planners and design and create their own miniature community in 
the classroom. The whole class can brainstorm and list different kinds of buildings, businesses and 
community centers that would be a necessary part of their town; (homes, school, hospital, post office, food 
market, clothing store, pet store, candy store, police station, firehouse, etc.). Each student will choose one 
building that they are responsible for building and adding to the class display. Students should write a 
paragraph about their building, (home, gas station, airport, etc.), to describe what service, goods or purpose 
that their building serves in the community. They can also brainstorm and vote on a theme and name for 
their town, as well as street and highway names. For example, if the theme were patriotic, the town could 
be Americana and the streets could have a name like Bald Eagle Blvd. On large pieces of bulletin board 
paper, students can work in cooperative learning groups to draw streets, avenues, highways and roads. 
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Students would then build their community building out of shoeboxes, cereal boxes, etc. Presentations 
would be given to the class and then each building could be added to the city/town streets to create a 
miniature community.  
 
Answer the following questions about your project/presentation:  
 
Why/how did you choose the building you would make?  
What kinds of citizens would use or visit your building?  
How did you select the street or location for your building in the whole community model?  
Is your building an essential part of the community or an inessential part of the community?  
 

OTHER EVIDENCE: 
 
Interactive workbook  
Performance rubrics 
Class participation 
Self assessments 
Projects  
 

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 

 
This Unit includes lessons 6, 10, 13, 15  in the TCi program as well as any supplemental materials necessary. 
 
Learning Activities can include... 
Hook 
Show photos of different kinds of families in different parts of the world and spark discussion on how they 
might live 
 
Core Steps 
What is a map lessons: a place looks different from above, a map is a drawing of a place and has symbols, 
map keys, compass rose, map of our school/community 
Family needs and wants lessons: families need food, clothing, shelter; families want things for fun; families 
buy goods and services and do special jobs; families use money and markets; families make choices; read 
“From Farm to Table” 
Where do families live lessons: different places with different weather/landforms/travel/resources, reading 
about the Dust Bowl 
What do good neighbors do lessons: neighbors live and work near you, neighbors help each other and take 
care of their neighborhood; read “Trading for Apples” 
 
Tasks 
Create a Venn Diagram of needs and wants 
Draw a map of the classroom with a map key 
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Transfer Goals 
Students will reflect periodically how lesson objectives in social studies can be used to understand and 
demonstrate how to make informed decisions based on the wants and needs as well as navigating their 
community. Students may reflect in discussions, role playing, conferences, and/or modeling. 

Core Materials and Resources: 

TCi Social Studies Alive My School and Family textbook 
TCi Social Studies Alive My School and Family interactive workbook 
Read Aloud texts: 
Houses and Homes by Ann Morris  
Bread Bread Bread by Ann Morris  
Me on a Map by Joan Sweeney and Annette Cable  
Homes in Many Cultures by Heather Adamson  
Follow That Map! A First Book of Mapping Skills by Scot Richie  
The Day of Ahmed’s Secret by Florence Parry Heide and Judith Heide Gilliland  
Sitti’s Secret by Naomi Shihab Nye  
Do I Need It? Or Do I Want It? by Jennifer S. Larson 

Differentiation: 

English Language Learners - 
-When students are choosing the building that they will be constructing, give student choices with examples 
of each type of building 
-Provide student with key vocabulary words that may be related to the service, goods or purpose of the 
building they chose 
-Check in with student to ensure they have a concrete understanding of words such as citizen 
-When constructing their paragraph, provide student with sentence starters and an example of what a 
paragraph should look like 
-When constructing their paragraph, provide student with a word bank of key words that may be helpful 
while writing 
-Break instructions down into concrete and direct steps 
-Allow access to new vocabulary words or concepts in native language to help the student relate the 
information 
-Extended time for processing, activities, and assessments 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with verbal and written sentence starters 
-Check in with student frequently to ensure understanding 
-While discussing different cultures, allow the student to share personal experiences so that they can make 
connections to the content 
-Frequently reinforce vocabulary and key concepts 
 
504 - 
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-Prior to writing their paragraph, show student an example of a finished paragraph and remind them of all of 
the elements that make up a paragraph 
-While writing their paragraph, provide student with a word bank of key vocabulary words that are relevant 
to their topic 
-Provide student with graphic organizer when creating their Venn Diagram 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s 504 Plan to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Special Education -  
-Prior to writing their paragraph, show student an example of a finished paragraph and remind them of all of 
the elements that make up a paragraph 
-While writing their paragraph, provide student with a word bank of key vocabulary words that are relevant 
to their topic 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Provide student with graphic organizer when creating their Venn Diagram 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s IEP to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Students At-Risk -  
-Prior to writing their paragraph, show student an example of a finished paragraph and remind them of all of 
the elements that make up a paragraph 
-While writing their paragraph, provide student with a word bank of key vocabulary words that are relevant 
to their topic 
-Provide student with graphic organizer when creating their Venn Diagram 
-Limit  students’ reading materials to appropriate levels for comprehension 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to reinforce concept 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
 
Gifted and Talented -  
-Provide student with advanced reading materials 
-Explore their personal interests and help them connect them to the current topic 
-Teach students how to begin research and give opportunities to research ideas 
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-Offer many choices for students 
-Give student open ended questions and ask them to support their ideas 
-Teach students how to reflect on their own learning 
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